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Message from Archbishop Peter Machado: As we are approaching closer to the annual examinations and our students seeking
newer prospects for the future let me extend warmest greetings and quiet study placing all the educational
institutions and students in my prayers. Now is the tense time for parents, students and even the teachers as
time of examinations rapidly comes closer. Examinations are necessary and they aim at judging student’s
knowledge within a specific time frame. They enable the teachers to know how well students have understood
the subject. A good result makes the teacher as well as the parents happy. The effort of the teacher is
rewarded when students pass an examination with good marks. Thus, a teacher’s dedication towards his
profession is also judge through examination. Parents become proud of their children when they perform well in the
examinations. However, there are certain flaws in our examination system. They are built on a set syllabus and studying such a
syllabus tests the ability of student. Exam stress and students' fear of disappointing their parents, who often have high
expectations, have led many young students into depression. Such apathy according to many is the main reasons for the
increasing number of suicides in the country at this time of year. The approach of examinations means the beginning of fear in
the mind of a student. As a matter of fact, examinations are the only hurdles in an otherwise happy and carefree life of a
student. The bugbear of an examination interrupts the smooth course of a student’s life; games, musical concerts, debates and
activities are all stopped when examinations are nearing.
Chronic anxiety and extreme mood swings are the leading mental issues identified among adolescents in India, according to the
latest National Mental Health Survey. It is said many Indian families force their children into pursuing high-pressure,
academically punishing but "respectable" careers as doctors, which can be very lucrative, or push them to become well-paid
engineers, managers or civil servants. As the season of exams and qualifying tests for fields like medicine and engineering
approaches, and with the number of students who choose to take their own lives on the rise, and media have begun dubbing
this "suicide season." I am encouraging the students to work hard and maintain a relaxed atmosphere while moving towards
these examinations. Life and true living is much more important and of greater value than the examinations. I call on the parents
to support their children and prepare them for life. God bless you all.
+ Dr. Peter Machado
Archbishop of Bangalore
Message from Archbishop Emeritus Bernard Moras: One of the main problems in the educational system today is that
education is considered as a lucrative business. People put up buildings as luxurious schools or offer
attractive programmes and charge enormous fees from the poor parents. Parents too want to place their
children in a very good school and they are forced to pay the fees asked by the school authority. There are
people in different parts of our country who are struggling to get a daily meal but try to send their children
to prestigious schools with the idea of giving good education to their kids. This is what is taking place and
that has to be stopped. School managements should not think providing the education as a business and
easy way of making money. If it is stopped this will surely help a lot of students to gain education and will be
a great relief for majority of the parents. At the same time we must remember that the field of education has seen a drastic
change in the past two decades. The changing scenario of world economy and advancement in information and communication
technology has resulted in the beginning of several new trends in education. Modern day education is all about innovation,
accessibility, and suitability. From kindergarten to university, students are encouraged to learn through interactive and practical
tools. Higher education is more career-oriented today than ever before. The barriers of time and age have also been removed,
while geographical boundaries don't matter anymore. These revolutionary trends have benefitted those people who want to get
practical knowledge for their personal and professional growth. We must know that there are many of the most popular trends
in education that can help our children become the innovative leader the world needs today.
Educational institutes are more focused now to prepare their students for the job market. Most of the students prefer schools
and universities that are associated with specific disciplines. There are business schools for people who want to make it big in
the corporate world and fine arts colleges for people who want to explore new dimensions through the medium of art. A lot of
emphasis is placed to prepare the curriculum according to the demands and practices of the selected field, and students are
guided according to a well-defined career pathway. Apart from this, students are synthesized with the environment of their
chosen field through apprenticeship programs and practical training. We want our students to come up in life, face the
challenges and remained settled in their occupation. I pray God to bless our students and our teachers abundantly.
+ Dr Bernard Moras
Archbishop Emeritus Bangalore
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Editorial: Getting a good education is imperative in today’s society. The main purpose of education is to help
educate students so that they will be able to function in society. If the teacher is good and effective
who cares about the students then everything else will fall into place such as them growing up and
taking charge of their own lives. Generally students are with a particular teacher for one year before
moving to the next grade but that one year can lead to many accomplishments and memories that
the student will carry on throughout their life. Students need a good education for various reasons
and one being to obtain a good paying job. Getting educated can help prepare students for any job
because they will definitely need to have good reading and math skills which they will learn in school. A teacher can
help a student think critically to solve problems that may arise now or later in their lives. Teachers along with the
parents of children can help to grow up to be good citizens and future leaders. Parents and teachers have a big
impact on a student’s education because both are responsible for helping the students to achieve academically.
Education is necessary for growth and for life. Yet it is important to know that each student is unique with special
capacities and intellect. This will measure their abilities and power to learn. Every student should be instilled with
good values so that they can grow up to be good valuable men and women. They deserve to be educated in a
positive environment where they feel safe, comfortable, motivated and engaged in their learning. As educators, the
teachers and administrators along with the parents have the task to guide and help children so that they can choose
their future decisions wisely. Education is very important in every aspect and the focus should be on more than just
the subjects being taught. They must be prepared for life and to be good citizens of tomorrow. Teaching involves
one to go above and beyond the basics and must focus on the student’s needs for life.
Education is necessary to transform our lives. Life is basically what you make of it and you’re in control of your own
actions. If any person views the world as being negative then that person will not be happy in life. We all know there
are good and bad things happening all over the world so it is important for us to work together to try and make the
world a better place. We learn from our surroundings and life requires every person to make their choices. Once the
choice is made, consequences follow them. This is why it is so important for each person to make choice of their
decisions wisely and do what is right. The actions a person displays help others determine what type of person they
are so we should always display good attitudes and behavior. The world is full of challenges but steadiness and
determination one can overcome them.
Pope Francis has constantly reminded us the importance and the role of family in education. It is in the family
atmosphere that a child can grow and build his /her abilities. Having a loving, supportive family and living in a happy
peaceful environment is. It is important for a student to experience that love and trust in home and at school.
Showing others that teachers as educators care for them and there is always someone valuable who guides them,
makes life worth living. Striving to pursue one’s goals and dreams is something that makes a huge difference in a
person’s life. It gives them a reason to strive harder and when that dream or goal is achieved it’s the best feeling
ever. We are aware that education is essential to every student’s life as well as their future. Students can have a
prosperous life by receiving a good quality education. They need to learn from the books along with other various
materials offered. The classroom curriculum should be decided by their teacher and the teacher should set clear
goals as to what is expected from the students. Students should work hard to achieve their goals because it will
certainly be worth it in the end. The school should stress the importance of values because some children are not
taught these at home. Teaching children good values helps build their character and helps them become respectable
people.
Classroom management is something else that helps the classroom run smoothly. Students need to be taught
discipline and respect because it is important for them to respect themselves so they can learn to respect others.
The teacher needs to be firm and enforce the rules to all the students because displaying immoral behavior disrupts
learning for everyone. Students do deserve recognition and praise when they have acted and have accomplished
what they were supposed to. Furthermore, even though curriculum is a major part of the learning process, educating
students goes beyond subject matter because sometimes students have issues that interfere with their learning. This
is why the teacher has to find out what the student is lacking and try to help the student successfully achieve what
they need to learn.
Fr. Eugene Lobo SJ,
Secretary, KRCE
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Pope Francis and Catholic Education: What does it
mean to have Catholic education and why we have it?
The specific purpose of a Catholic education is the
formation of boys and girls who will be good citizens
of this world, loving God and neighbor and enriching
society with the
leaven of the
gospel, and who
will also be
citizens of the
world to come,
thus
fulfilling
their destiny to
become saints.”
Catholic education is primarily to form children so that
they might more easily love God and their fellow men,
and become saints. In other words, Catholic education
exists for the purpose of making disciples, whose
entire lives center on Christ. This type of formation
requires not solely a solid course in religion, but also a
formation of virtuous habits in both action and
thought. Children learn virtues, both intellectual and
moral, by first imitating what they see in adults who
have charge over them. Here the essential nature of
love must be understood without any confusion, in
order for that truth to be conveyed with equal clarity
to children. Since the conveyance of the truth rests in
large part upon those modeling it before students, all
adults in positions of leadership in a Catholic school
need to be living witnesses of their Faith. Therefore,
to have any adult—be it staff, teacher, or volunteer—
working in a Catholic school and openly modeling a
life which contradicts Catholic teaching undermines
the integrity of the education as a whole.

way, Jesuit schools and all catholic schools are
attentive to developing human virtues such as loyalty,
respect, faithfulness, commitment.
Pope Francis continued his reflections on education
saying: “I would like to reflect on two fundamental
values: freedom and service. Sometimes we think
freedom is doing whatever we want; or venturing into
high-risk activities to experience a thrill or to
overcome boredom. This is not true freedom.
Freedom means knowing how to reflect on what we
do, discerning that which is good from what is less
than good, and behaving in a way that leads to
growth. It means always choosing well. We have a
freedom for the good. And, in
choosing this, please do not
be afraid to go against the
current, even if that seems
difficult. To be free, to always
choose
the
good,
is
challenging, but it will make
you into someone who is
strong, and who can face life
with
courage
and
steadfastness. The second
value is service. In Jesuit
schools, you participate in various activities that
encourage you not to be closed in on yourselves and
your little world, but to open yourselves to others,
especially the poorest and neediest, to work to make
the world a better place. Be men and women with
others and for others, true champions in the service of
others. To be magnanimous with interior freedom,
and in a spirit of service, is necessary for spiritual
formation. Always love Jesus Christ more deeply.”

Speaking on education Pope Francis says that our
Catholic Education helps us to grow. It helps not only
in the development of the intelligence, but by an
integral formation of all of the components of
personality. He added that the principle element of
education is to learn to be generous. Saint Ignatius
taught us that magnanimity is the virtue of the great
and of the small – Not to be constrained by the
greatest, yet to be contained by the smallest, is divine.
Magnanimity enables us to look to the horizon. It is to
have a big heart, to have a great spirit, and to have
great ideals. It is the desire to do great things to
respond to that which God asks of us. However
generosity is truly shown in doing well the simple
things – the daily chores and responsibilities, and the
ordinary encounters with people. It is doing the small
things every day with a big heart open to God and to
others. So we tend to a human formation aimed at
generosity. School not only expands the intellectual
dimension, but also the human heart. In a particular

Speaking to the teachers and administrators he said:
“May I speak directly for a moment to our educators –
priests, Jesuits, teachers, school staff and parents. Do
not be discouraged by the difficulties that the
educational challenge presents. Educating is not a job
but an attitude. It is a way of being. To educate well,
we need to step out of ourselves and be among young
people, to accompany them in the stages of their
growth, placing ourselves at their side. Give them
hope, and confidence for their journey in the world.
Teach them to see the beauty and the goodness of
creation and of humanity, which always retains the
imprint of the Creator. Most importantly, be
witnesses with your lives. Educators, teachers, school
staff, or parents – convey knowledge and values with
their words, but they make a difference when they
back up words with their personal example; that is
with the coherence of their life. Without this
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coherence, it is not possible to educate. You are all
educators; there are no proxies in this field.”

Therefore, it is clear that schools play a key role in
educating children.

The Pope said that collaboration in a spirit of harmony
and community among the different educational
components is essential and must be encouraged and
nourished. The school can and must be a catalyst, a
place of encounter and convergence for the entire
community, he said. Speaking on the our shared goals
and objectives he added that it is to form the young,
helping them to grow to maturity as simple,
competent and honest
people, who know how to
love with fidelity, who
know how to live life as a
response to the call of God,
and who will engage in
their future profession as a
service to society. Jesuits
know how important it is to
nourish this commitment to the field of education.
Schools are a precious instrument that makes such a
vital contribution to the work of the Church and of
society. Further he explained that our Catholic
educational apostolate is not limited to conventional
schools. He called them to encourage each other to
seek fresh and innovative forms of education,
according to the need of the places, times and people.
In this way, he said that a school becomes a place of
dialogue and peaceful encounter promoting attitudes
of respect, listening, friendship and a spirit of
partnership.

It is an accepted fact that a child’s education starts
from home. Parents are their first teachers and they
have a key role in shaping their character. A balance
of education at home and school moulds a student’s
actual learning. They must give a helping hand in their
educational journey and travel giving them true
inspiration. Parental encouragement has played a
crucial role in successful students. Their role is not
limited to home alone but involvement in school
activities too. A child’s learning scale is highly related
to how they are treated at home and the way parents
can help with their child’s education.
Children would be easily inspired by what their
parents do. So it
would be good to be
a role model in their
learning
phase.
Parents are a kid’s
first teachers and so
learn the first things at home. They must show them
how exciting and meaningful a school life can be if
they give out their best. Parents inspire them to learn
novel elements in and out of school with friendly
reminders and guidance. By doing all works together
with parents give children a sense of support and
confidence. Reading the lessons together is one of the
best ways to be close with the child’s learning. This
not only improves their vocabulary but invokes
interest in them to read more. At the same time it is
important to have an eye on the child’s activity in
school and home. Parents can help them to be more
organized with their daily routine and find enough
time for the lessons.

Role of Parents in Education: Many people may claim
that parents provide
main child-care and
their growth depends
primarily on them. It
is true that parents
are well aware of
their child's strengths
and weaknesses. This family atmosphere may create a
good environment for the child to develop their
mental as well as physical qualities, which, in turn, will
become a firm foundation for their growth becoming
good adults. There are others who believe that
children go to school to study as well as learn to be
well-behaved. Since their parents are too busy, kids
spend most of their time at school with their teachers
and friends which will have great influence on their
behaviour. Also, school is like a small society where
children meet and have contacts with other children
having different personalities, coming from different
family background. They make friends with each other
and this has impact on their behaviour as well.

However, it is not a good idea to over schedule them
with learning activities at home. They are spending
about half of their day at school. So parents must help
them schedule their extra learning and homework
time at home without burdening them. It is necessary
to provide a peaceful and pleasant atmosphere at
home for the kids and avoid discussing family
problems in their presence. If the parents notice that
their kid is not performing well or giving less
importance to studies, they must correct them at the
beginning itself.
Giving good support to kids in their studies would
really lift their spirit for learning. They must do it
together and help them with some tips and guidance
and thus teach them do the assignments better. It is
important to help them to prepare for the tests with
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good guidance and support particularly the areas in
which they are weak. This is not enough. They should
not hesitate to reward them if they come up with
some good results in the tests. This also gives the child
the spirit to perform better in the future. Some
educational trips, visit to museums, parks that have
some relevance with what they are studying provide a
better understanding of the lessons.

Layout, Bangalore 560 084. 70 General Body members
were present.
Fr. Eugene
Lobo SJ, Secretary KRCE
welcomed the gathering and
invited the gathering to
prayer. After the prayers and
lighting the lamp Fr Eugene
Lobo Secretary KRCE welcomed the members. He
specially welcomed Archbishop Peter Machado,
President of the day’s meeting, Archbishop Emeritus
Bernard Moras, President of KRCE, Fr Stany D’ Souza
SJ, the Vice President KRCE, Fr Faustine Lucas Lobo,
new Director of the Regional Pastoral Centre and Fr
Sebastian Fernandes, Director KROSS. After this Fr
Eugene Lobo Secretary presented the Minutes of
meeting held on July 13 2018 which were approved by
the members.

The parents must maintain good relationships with
teachers. It is good to keep a good relation with kid’s
teachers, learn from them about the child’s activities
in school and make sure to correct the child if
something is wrong. The working parents must give
quality time to their students. Eating together and
playing with them in the free time and go for
occasional trips will support the child. Some children
may be independent but many need support in their
studies. Thus a steady check and gentle support from
parents will help the child in their performance. The
parents must give priority to the child’s studies and
growth. They must talk with them, give responsibility,
hold friendly debate and quiz to channelize their
growth. Giving historical background and telling
stories always helps. It is the role of parents to
encourage them for active learning at home which
reflects on the way they perform in classrooms. They
may also take initiatives to help them form a good
friends circle with the neighbourhood kids and
organize interesting activities. This not only makes
them lively but also gives a spirit of peer to peer learn
with fun experience.

Dr Peter Machado Archbishop of Bangalore was
invited to give his Presidential
message. The Archbishop
highlighted the theme, “We
stand for God; we stand for
the country”, in his eloquent
and well prepared speech. He
said that we are bound to spread joy of the Gospel,
not be scared to speak of the Good News in our
Institutions. He invited the managements to be
considerate towards Catholic and poor students
granting them support, fee concession and help. His
talk was followed by the distribution of the Evaluation
Certificates to the schools which have made a study of
the Catholic Education Policy 2007 and have
responded to the questionnaire prepared by the CBCI
office for Education & Culture, New Delhi.

It is essential for the parent to be a good friend of
their kid. They must give
them a space to share
anything that comes to
their mind and express
their true feelings. They
need assurance that the
parent would offer a helping hand despite what all
comes their way. Besides school learning, parent’s
active role during their study life can help them to
grow up with better social skills and improved
behaviour. Students with good support from home
have achieved better grades at school and grew up
with a higher self-esteem. Again helping them to relax
with some holiday will always help. Thus both parents
and school are key factors which affect children's
development as they share equal responsibility for
bringing up kids to become good members of society.

After the Coffee break, Fr. Stany D’Souza SJ, gave the
keynote address who commenced his address first by
appreciating
the
Catholic
Institutions for the dedicated
service they are rendering
through their institutions. He
expressed his appreciation of
the KRCE and the service it has
been rendering over the past 15 years. In his keynote
address Fr Stany stressed the role and responsibilities
of everyone to evangelize, guide our students and
parents, in addition to all the regular work we do. He
presented a model in the person of Dr Ida Sophia
Scudder the founder of CMC Vellore and how she
served the community alone and helped those who
were physically incapacitated. She was instrumental in
helping all people around especially the women folk.
She reached out to the poorest of the poor and built
in the spirit of service in Vellore Hospital. In his

General Body meeting held on January 18 2019:
The General Body meeting was held on Friday, 18th of
January 2019 at 9.30 am at KROSS, 2nd Cross Da Costa
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presentation Fr Stany proposed five principles: First,
the pursuit of the kingdom of God; Second, Excellence
in patient care, research and training leading to the
introduction of any new technology; Third, Ethical
practice of medicine is put into practice with growth
in Christian values; Fourth, the cultivation of
Distributive justice as regards the payment of fees and
service and Finally follow the principle of Participative
Governance.

even changing the constitution. We have to be deeply
understanding and extremely gentle in our approach
towards all and never deny admission to Catholics for
any reason.
He reminded the members of the recent
announcement of the Central Government of 10%
quota for the economically weak in general category.
He told the members that this issue is very sensitive
one and we must be aware of the implementation
of it. Finally Archbishop Moras spoke of the problems
we are facing and from the department and the
government. We have the problem of the minority
certificate, approval of teachers and unnecessary
demands coming from the system itself. We have
planned to approach the Chief Minister through the
education minister and solve the problems we face.

Fr Stany added that the reason for commitment in
CMC Vellore is not salary, subsidy, facilities and
emoluments but a process of involvement in the
decision making process. The
staff and students may freely
voice their opinions and yet
remain friends. There is
always
a dialogue
for
fellowship. From this example
we may learn that the
institution has gone beyond learning and medical care
into life. It speaks of discernment, faith in providence,
determination,
collaboration,
excellence,
inclusiveness, ethics and simple life style. This is much
applicable to us to serve the cause of the church and
the nation and ultimately serve humanity.

Fr Faustine Lucas Lobo the Director of Regional
Pastoral Centre, PRO and coordinator KRPPIC
addressed the gathering. He
spoke to the audience about
the importance of education
and dealt on the guidelines of
the CBCI Commission for
Education and Culture and
how seriously CBCI is working
towards building a true culture of education in India.
He meticulously presented with the help of power
point the All India Catholic Education Policy 2007 and
explained its salient features. Having summarized the
vision and mission of the Catholic Education Policy he
divided the members into smaller groups to discuss
the questions given by CBCI Commission and submit
their suggestions to the secretary before lunch which
will be forwarded to Education Commission New
Delhi.

In his Presidential address His Grace Dr Bernard Moras
agreed that most of our
institutes have the same story
as CMC Vellore. We all begin
the same way but somehow
something takes place in our
proceedings and we reach
newer destinies. We become competitive and seek to
excel others in every possible way and miss the
original goal. It is challenging for us to give our best to
our educational Institutions. We know well that
teaching is a vocation and not an occupation. Our call
is clear to serve all, the rich, the poor, the neglected
and the marginalized. This is a challenge the Church is
facing today. We have to make the deliberate choice
to serve as Jesus did, he said.

The groups discussed seven different questions
given by the New Delhi Office and made several
suggestions. Some of the suggestions were: All
catholic students must be admitted into our
institutions and the deserving poor must be
financially helped. The POCSO guidelines
and
women at work rules must
be clearly observed and
incorporated
into
the
Education Policy. The norms
regarding the women at
work in our institutions must
be added. The dignity of
children and human rights norms must be respected.
Laudato Si must be seriously integrated into the
system making our schools eco friendly. This should
be included in the syllabus. The study of the

Secondly, the Archbishop explained that we as
Catholics have the responsibility to take part in
politics. We are aware that elections are fast
approaching and if by chance the fundamentalist
Government wins all the benefits given by the
Constitution will be lost. Then our institutions will
certainly suffer. We must quietly and persuasively
educate our people to vote and for the right party
that will serve the interests of people. Today our
educational system is facing so many challenges. The
Government does not support us and it does not mind
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constitution of India is a must for all and carefully
drafted syllabus be introduced. Tribal and
marginalized people must be given special coaching
and encouragement.

the reservation of appointments or posts in favour
of any economical weaker section of the citizens
other than the classes in mentioned in Clause 4 in
addition to the existing reservation and a subject
to the maximum of 10% in each category. While
introducing the bill in Parliament, Union Minister T.
Gehlot had said that at present the economically
weaker section of citizens have largely remained
excluded in attending the higher educational
institutions or public employment on account of
their financial incapacity to compete with the
persons who are economically more privileged.
According to the objects of the Bill the directive
principles of the State Policy contained in Article
46 of the Constitution enjoins that the State shall
promote with special care
the educational
and
economic interest of the
weaker sections of the
people and in particular
of the
schedule caste
and schedule tribe and protect them from social
injustice and all forms of exploitations. In order to
fulfill this mandate the Bill ensures that the
economically weaker sections of the citizens get a
fair chance of receiving higher education and
participation in employment in the service of the
State and the Government.

The afternoon sessions was taken up by Fr. Valerian
Sequeira who appraised all with the points that
have been chosen and prepared by KRCE to be
submitted to the Chief Minister of Karnataka. A few
more were added from the group such demand for
fresh registration of permanently recognized schools,
not receiving text books on time etc. Some time was
allotted to Skill India Googleplex Academy: Innovation
towards Academic Excellence. Time was given to
Smart Class Educational Services regarding the latest
set up of the new teaching methods. Fr. Eugene Lobo
proposed vote of thanks and the meeting ended at
4.00 pm with thanks giving hymn followed by tea.
10% Reservation for economically weak: President
Ram Nath Kovind has given
his
assent
to
the
Constitutional provision to
provide 10% reservation in
Government
jobs and to
education
economically
backward section in the general category. A
notification issued by the Ministry Law and Justice
said that the Constitution Amendment Act 2019 has
received consent of the President of India. This Act
amends Articles 15 & 16 of Constitution by adding
a clause which allows States to make special
provision for the amendment of any economically
weaker sections of the citizens. These special
provisions would relate to their admission to
educational
institutions
including
private
institutions
whether
aided or unaided by the
State,
other
than
minority institutions. it
also makes it clear that
reservation would be in
addition to the existing reservations and subject to
a maximum of 10% of the total seats in each
category. This bill was passed by the Parliament
before being presented to the President.

The Code of Hospitality: Two men were crossing the
desert when they saw
a Bedouin’s tent and
asked him for shelter.
Even though he did
not know them, he
welcomed them in
the way that the conduct of nomads dictates: a camel
was killed and its meat served in a sumptuous dinner.
The next day, as the guests were still there, the
Bedouin had another camel killed. Astonished, they
protested they had not yet finished eating the one
killed the day before. “It would be a disgrace to serve
old meat to my guests,” was the answer.
On the third day, the two strangers woke early and
decided to continue on their
journey. As the Bedouin was not at
home, they gave his wife a hundred
dinars, apologizing for not being
able to wait, because if they spent
any more time there, the sun would
become too strong for them to travel.

The economically weaker sections are understood as
those notified by the State from time to time on
the basis of family income and other indicators of
economic disadvantage. At the present level those
who earn less than Rs. 8 lakh a year, have less than
five acre land qualify for the quota. The amendment
of Article 16 stated “ nothing in this area shall
prevent the State from making any provisions for

They had travelled for four hours when they heard a
voice calling out to them. They looked back and saw
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the Bedouin following them. As soon as he caught up
with them, he threw the money to the ground. “I gave
you such a warm welcome! Aren’t you ashamed of
yourselves?”

My Dad is taking me Home: A business man was late
for his flight. He reached the boarding gate just before
it closed. Sweating and out of breath, he scanned his
boarding pass at the
counter and quickly
made his way to the
plane. Arriving at his
seat, he greeted his
companions for the
next few hours: a middle-aged woman sitting at the
window, and a young little girl sitting on the aisle seat.
After stowing his bag above, he took his place
between them. After the flight took off, he began a
conversation with the little girl. She appeared to be
about the same age as his daughter and was busy with
her colouring book. He asked her a few usual
questions, such as her age (eight), her hobbies as well
as her favourite animal and so on. He found it strange
that such a young girl was travelling alone.

In surprise, the strangers said that the camels were
surely worth far more than that, but that they did not
have much money. “I am not talking about the
amount,” was the answer. “The desert welcomes
Bedouins wherever they go, and never asks anything
in return. If we had to pay, how could we live?
Welcoming you to my tent is like paying back a
fraction of what life has given us.”
A Potatoes Story: A kindergarten teacher had decided
to let her class play a game. The
teacher told each child in the
class to bring along a plastic bag
containing a few potatoes. Each
potato will be given a name of a
person that the child hates, so
the number of potatoes that a
child will put in his/her plastic
bag will depend on the number
of people he/she hates. So when the day came, every
child brought some potatoes with the name of the
people he/she hated. Some had 2 potatoes; some 3
while some up to 5 potatoes. The teacher then told
the children to carry with them the potatoes in the
plastic bag wherever they go (even to the toilet) for 1
week. Days after days passed by, and the children
started to complain due to the unpleasant smell let
out by the rotten potatoes. Besides, those having 5
potatoes also had to carry heavier bags. After 1 week,
the children were relieved because the game had
finally ended.

About an hour into the flight, the plane suddenly
began experiencing extreme turbulence. The pilot
came over the PA system and told everyone to fasten
their seat belts and remain calm, as they had
encountered rough weather. Several times over the
next half hour the plane made drastic dips and turns,
shaking all the while. Some people began crying, and
many―like the woman at the window seat―were
praying intently. The man was sweating and holding
his seat as tightly exclaimed “Oh my God!” as the
storm remained violent. Meanwhile, the little girl was
sitting quiet beside him in her seat. Her colouring
book and crayons were put away neatly in the seat
pocket in front of her, and her hands were calmly
resting on her legs. Incredibly, she didn't panic.
Then, just as suddenly as it had begun, the turbulence
ended. The pilot came on a few minutes later to
apologize for the bumpy ride and to announce that
they would be landing soon. As the plane began its
descent, the man said to the little girl, “You are just a
little girl, but I have never met a braver person in all
my life! Tell me, dear, how is it that you remained so
calm? Looking him in the eyes, she said, “My father is
the pilot of this plane, and he's taking me home."
Trust and Faith is what keeps us going!!

The teacher asked: "How did you feel while carrying
the potatoes with you for 1 week?" The children let
out their frustrations and started complaining of the
trouble that they
had to go through
having to carry
the heavy and
smelly potatoes
wherever
they
went. Then the
teacher told them the hidden meaning behind the
game. The teacher said: "This is exactly the situation
when you carry your hatred for somebody inside your
heart. The stench of hatred will contaminate your
heart and you will carry it with you wherever you go.
If you cannot tolerate the smell of rotten potatoes for
just 1 week, can you imagine what is it like to have the
stench of hatred in your heart for your lifetime?"

A gentle reminder those who have not
submitted 2018-2019 statistics of the institutions.
They are requested to forward them to KRCE by
post immediately to facilitate us to forward
them to CBCI office for Education & Culture New
Delhi.
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